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FROM THE
BOARD CHAIR

I say to myself and Ian often that if every gym was run like Fit To Recover they
would all be full. By embracing community, safety and connection first, and
fitness second, FTR makes the magic that allows us to continue to grow every
year. From the moment the new person walks in the door they can feel the love.
The four pillars allow folks to grab the thing that works for them. I was talking to
one new member at FTR’s Thanksgiving dinner and he said he had only been to
the music group. No burpees yet for him. If we only had a gym, we would not
have him but more importantly, if he did not feel a part of something, if he did
not feel safe, he would not keep coming back.
FTR is a loving community first, and a gym second. It can fool you. From the
second you walk in the door you smell rubber, you see a rack for pull-ups, you spy
kettle bells and medicine balls and you could swear you entered a gym. But then
you circle up with those in your class and get a chance to breathe and share. You
get told to work hard, and encourage each other. And when its all over you get a
chance to say thank you to your classmates and your coach. The pushups are
healthy. The connections that are made are essential. That is FTR’s secret sauce.
We always get more than we give. Thank you FTR for giving me so much.
Martha Macomber
Board Chair
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MISSION
TO PROVIDE PEOPLE IN RECOVERY FROM DRUG
AND ALCOHOL MISUSE WITH A SAFE PLACE TO
CONNECT THROUGH EXERCISE, NUTRITION,
CREATIVE EXPRESSION AND COMMUNITY
SERVICE.

FITNESS

NUTRITION

CREATIVE ARTS

SERVICE
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PROGRESS BY
NUMBERS

50K

1.6

Since opening in 2015,

On average,

people in recovery

individuals utilize

have attended FTR's

FTR's programs for 1.6

programs more than

years.

50,000 times.

111

19

Since opening, we

Since 2018, 19 inmates

have given 111 Nick

previously enrolled in

Zurn Scholarships to

the Correctional

low-income

Addiction Treatment

individuals.

Services (CATS) Program
have continued their
recovery journey at FTR
upon release from jail.

TOTAL NUMBER OF VISITS
2015 - 2019

TOTAL NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS
SERVED 2015 - 2019

1318
862
391
95

1402
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FINANCIALS
BALANCE SHEET, REVENUE, EXPENSES,
NET ASSET CONTRIBUTION
(2014-2019)

2018 start-up investments in Food To Recover and delayed grant receipts resulted in
expenses exceeding revenues in 2018. Yearly net asset contribution returned to
positive in 2019.

2019 REVENUE SOURCES
Donations - 30%

Grants - 29.2%

Fee-for-Service - 40.7%

Merchandise
Memberships
0.1%
13.4%

Individual Donations
20.7%

Crowdfunding
14.3%

Treatment Centers
31.5%
Foundations
17.7%

FITNESS

WOMEN'S GROUP BY NUMBERS
2015 - 2019

5
24
290
367
613

NUTRITION
NUMBER OF COMMUNITY MEAL
PREP PARTICIPANTS
2017 - 2019

282

64

252
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PROGRAMS
CREATIVE ARTS
Launched FTR's Music Program
in Spring 2019.
Provided 51 song writing and
open studio classes in 2019.
Average class size was 8
individuals/class.
Music Group participants
performed live to a sold-out
show (150 attendees) at FTR in
August 2019 at the very first
Days of Creative Expression
Concert Series.

COMMUNITY SERVICE
FTR's volunteers have provided
over 590 hours of community
service since 2017.
Community service projects
included clothing drives and
care packages for the
homeless, visits to elderly
centers and animal shelters,
picking up trash on Earth Day,
and making fleece blankets to
donate to the children and
families at Primary Children's
Hospital.
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PROGRAMS
CORRECTIONAL
ADDICTION TREATMENT
SERVICES (CATS)
In 2018, FTR piloted a new program at the Oxbow Jail with the help of
Odyssey House. The FTR Jail program provides weekly fitness classes to both
male and female inmates enrolled in the CATS program - a 90-day
Therapeutic Community Model program focusing on drug offenders with the
highest severity of addictions. Since offering the FTR Jail program, we have
successfully provided services to over 1700 inmates, as well as provided 19
Nick Zurn Scholarships for inmates who are ready to continue their recovery
journey at FTR upon release.
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TESTIMONIALS:
FITNESS PILLAR
Serena Caskey
My journey into recovery began in January
2017. I was finally ready to put away the
substances and reclaim my life. I knew if I
were going to stay sober, I'd need to take
some bigger steps. I had heard good things
about FTR but was anxious about trying it. I
was scared when I walked in, but I felt
empowered when I walked out. Frank and
Rachel were kind and patient with me. The
trainers were invested in the safety and
well-being of everyone there. Nobody sized
me up or asked me any
embarrassing questions. Right away I
started showing up for classes, making
friends, and learning more about proper
exercise. FTR has brought good people and
honest joy into my recovery. And almost as
if by accident, I feel very physically fit these
days! After almost 2 years of regular
attendance, I can't picture my life without
it. This has become a crucial piece of my
program that I didn't realize I was missing.
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TESTIMONIALS:
NUTRITION PILLAR
Bonnie Linder
I have been a member of Fit To Recover
for over three years now. One of the most
important elements of my participation
in Fit To Recover programs has been my
participation in the Community Meal
Prep classes offered by Food To Recover.
These classes provide me with
economical and healthy meals that I
would never make for myself otherwise.
In the kitchen, we cooperate to create
something together and the spirit of
community is palpable around the table
as we share the experience of making
healthy food. We share a lot of
laughter and support for one another in
these classes. They provide an
opportunity to build healthy habits
around cooking and eating that I have
found to be a crucial part of my recovery
and my daily routine.
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TESTIMONIALS:

CREATIVE ARTS PILLAR
Henry Warmath
The creative arts music program at
FTR enriches my life in so many ways.
Playing and writing music with a
supportive group of peers that
embraces creativity and acceptance
has been a game changer for me in
my recovery. Allowing me the space to
create meaningful connection with
others, find my voice, and continue to
grow as a person. Thank you Tony and
Ben!
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TESTIMONIALS:

COMMUNITY SERVICE PILLAR

Marcie Bailey
Coming to FTR on a regular basis has
been pivotal in my continued recovery.
Of course I love working out but I
especially appreciate the opportunity
to be involved with the community
through FTR service projects. I've done
community service in the past, but
participating with FTR in the project
with the homeless has made me more
aware and interested in the reality that
homeless people face each day. I look
forward to my continued involvement
with these projects where I can make
a difference in the community.

2019 UTAH ETHICAL LEADERSHIP AWARD IN
THE NONPROFIT CATEGORY

2019 BEST OF SLC

2019 RECOVERY AMBASSADOR AWARD
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WHAT'S AHEAD
The following initiatives guide our efforts through 2020:
New Programs
Develop Youth Services
Program
Expand Jail Program to new
jails
Pilot Park City location
Client Satisfaction
Number of individuals served
Surveys
Member retention
Financial Growth
Donor stewardship and retention
Anniversary Party and Fundraising
Increase revenue sources

Growth and Retention
Hire 2 new Trainers
Provide healthcare & benefits
Data
Integrate measurable
outcomes for grants
Administer surveys to assess
pillar success

